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Abstract- The performance of multiple access systems
mainly depends on the management of interference arising
from both intra-cell and inter-cell transmission. Successive
interference cancellation (SIC) is a promising approach to
manage interference in both the practical and infoirmation
theoretic senses. Because the messages of the cell boundary
users are likely to be decoded not only at the serving base
station but also at an adjacent base station, it is possible to
subtract inter-cell interference of the cell boundary users before
SIC of the intra-cell users. This is the motivation of our work.
In this paper, we first decode the messages of the adjacent
cell boundary users and subtract them, and then perform SIC
within the serving users. It shows better performance compared
to the conventional schemes with the SIC within the serving
users only.

J. INTRODUCTION

In the cellular systems, the transmit power control has
been an essential technique, i.e., code division multiple
access (CDMA) systems, since interference from other users
degrades the system performance. In order to support data
services such as a file or image download, current cellular
systems allocate more resources for the downlink traffic
than for the uplink traffic. Due to the increasing downlink
traffic, most of the previous works of the power control
and rate allocation has been concentrated, on the downfink
einvironments [1], [2]. More recently, Ihowever, the demaind of
the uplink traffic also increases proportional to the downfink
traffic. Due to the dynamic downlink resource allocation,
more channel feedbacks or control messages are needed.
Furthermore, some applications such as a file or image up-
load require large amount of uplink resources. Based on this
consideration, some works [3], [4], [5] related to the uplink
power control and rate allocation have been performed.

In direct sequence CDMA systems, multiple-access inter-
ference (MAI) causes performance loss due to the nonorthog-
onality of spreading codes. Successive interference cancel-
lation (SIC) is one of the promising methods as a practical
approach toward multiuser detection (MUD) The iterative
power controls for SIC are proposed in [6], [7] and the effect
of a channel estimation error is considered in [8] Power
controls based on the multirate direct sequence CDMA
systems are considered under non fading and fading channels
in [9].

It is known that, for a given transmit power constraint, SIC
combined with the minimum mean square error (MMSE)
detection can achieve the sum-rate capacity [10]. In this
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Fig. 1. Two adjacent cells with overlap region.

paper, we consider the scheme which performs SIC not
only within the intra-cell users but also within the inter-
cell users who are at cell boundaries. By employing partial
SIC of the inter-cell users, it is possible to improve system
performances.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an uplink multi-cell cellular system in which
there exists intra-cell and, inter-cell interference. In cellular
systems, coverages of each cell are overlapped, with the
adjacent cells since it is impossible to make a beam to
the perfect hexagonal shape. The messages of cell-boundary
users, which are located in the shaded region in Fig. 1, are
likely to be decoded from both base stations since the cell-
boundary users are usually supported with a low rate, and
their channel gain to the serving base station (BS) is similar
to the channel gain to the adjacent BS.

In this paper, we simplify the multi-cell system to an one
dimensional network and consider only one adjacent BS as
shown in Fig. 2. Two BSs are separated by distance 2R
and the coverage of each cell is up to (1 + a)R, where
ai denotes the overlap factor BSA denotes the serving BS
for users served bmy it and BB denotes the adjacent BS
whose serving users cause inter-cell interference to BSA.
There are N number of users in BSA and the users are

uniformly distributed in (1 a)R region. It is assumed
that BSB has the mirror users corresponding to the serving
users in BSA, which means that the mirror user locates with
(2R- r) distance apart from the origin when the serving
user is located at r. This assumption is reasonable if there
exists many users in each cell and only a small fraction of
interference caused by the adjacent cell's users is canceled.

Let r denotes the distance from the origin to the kth
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In this paper, we consider the following problem of finding
the transmission power and the decoding order for inter-
cell and intra-cell interference cancellation that minimizes
the total power consumption:
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Fig. 2. One-dimensional distribution of users between two base stations.

serving user. The channel gain of the k h serving user is
given by

gk
1

SINR r(k) y>7 Vk C [1?N]
SINRO(fk) > T, Vk c [1,M]

P7(k) <mPmax,7(k), VkeE [1 N]
where P = [P,(),, *, PW(N)]T is the transmit power vector,
Pmax = [Pmnax,Tr(1) FPmax,ar(N)l ;is the maximum trans-
mit power vector, and M is equal to the cardinality of Hl°.

(1)

w:here 3 is the path loss exponent. The channel gain of the
k" mirror user is given by

gk (2R r-)3 (2)

When SIC is employed for inter-cell and, intra-cell inter-
ference cancellation, the reverse link signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the -F(k)th serving user can be
represented as

III. POWER ALLOCATION FOR INTRA- AND INTER-CELL
CANCELLATION

A. Decoding Order and Corresponding Power Assignment

First, let us assume that we do not employ inter-cell
interference cancellation. Then, the inter-cell interference Ie
is given by NI ggPj. From (3) and (6), the transmit power
of each user should satisfy the following equation:

AGP > B

SINR T(k) =
Po(k)+P (k)

N0+Ie j=k+l PT()pT(u)

where G is a diagonal matrix with the 1il diagonal element
of g(j) and B [-[yNo, .. . , yNO]T. A is given by (12).

Vk C [I, N] (3) By assuming perfect power control, i.e., SINR,(k) = a
for all k C [1, N], we can find the minimum transmission
Dower vector which satisfies (9) with eaualitv. Therefore.

where II = {7r(1), , -F(N)} is the ordered set that ind.icates
the decoding order of the serving users. P,(k) is the transmit
power of the -F(k)th serving user and V0 is the noise
variance. If we cancel inter-cell interference up to NI mirror
users, the inter-cell interference 'e is given by E¶ i plPj-

j=1 g,, (j)P,(j), where H°0 {= (1), ,z0(M)} is the
ordered set that indicates the decoding order of the mirror
users. Since the channel gain and, interferer distribution
between the serving user and BSA is symmetric with that
between the corresponding mirror user and BSB, the trans-
mit power Pi of the ith serving user is equal to Pi° for all
i C [1, N], where P0 is the transmit power of the ith mirror
user. It is assumed that the message of the T(k)t user can
be decoded if SINR,(k) > y, where y denotes the target
SINR valu.e.

In order to decode Al mirror users, the additional con-
straints such as SINR° (k) > 3y should be satisfied for all
k C [1, M]. The SINR of the o(k)th mirror user is given
by

SINRO K
7r - (k)

N

rV (k) PT (k)
hr Z oi

7 S11Mokp-90 0V ,k 1, NI] ()I

the transmit power of the 7r(k)th user is obtained as

P1T(k)

Lemma 1 In order to minimize the total power consu:mp-
tion by using intra-cell interference cancellation, the serving
users should be decoded in the order of their channel gain.

Proof: Let's consider the serving user a1 and a2 whose
channel gains satisfy the relationship > p02 Suppose
the 1 l's message is decoded and canceled at the1k h order
and next the U2 s message is decoded. The assigned power
for each user is given by

P01

PU

gul (1+KJ
N0N
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where c is a constant that is not changed according to
the decoding order of user u1 and u2. If the message of
the serving user a2 is canceled before decoding the serving
user al s message, the assigned power for each user, which
are denoted as Pu' and 2 respectively, are obtained by
changing the variable u1 to U2 and U2 to Ul in (11). The
difference of the sum power between two strategies is given
by (13).
From (1) and (2), we can derive that if gu, > 9u21 then

1 < go Therefore, (13) has a negative value. This means

that the sum power, which is calculated by assunming that the
user ul's message is canceled, before u.ser a2's message, is
smaller than that of being calculated by assuming the reverse

decoding order. In conclusion, in order to minimize the total
power consumption the serving users should be decoded in
the order of their channel gain.

Ifwe perform SIC for intra-cell interference in the order of
their channel gain, the assigned power for each user is given
by (10) with fl such that g (1) > 9PT(2) > (.).> 97r(N)-

Next, let's consider inter-cell interference cancellation. If
we assume that lkl mirror u.sers are canceled, g.,U) = O

for wF(j) C Ho in (10). Therefore, the required, power for
each user decreases as M increases. However, the additional
constraints, which is given by (4) and (7), should be satisfied
to employ inter-cell interference cancellation. Even though
the decoding order of the mirror users does not affect the

SINR values of the serving users the SINR values of the
mirror users in (4) depend on Ho.

Let's consider two mirror users v, and v2 whose channel
gains satisfy the relationship, go > go Suppose that P,(k)
is the transmit power that satisfies SINR(k)= for all
k C [1, N] with inter-cell interference cancellation of v1 and
v2 mirror users. Since gog, it is reasonable to cancel

the message of v, mirror user first, and then decode that
of the v2 mirror user to make 1v2l > I2 under the given

{P7(,kk C [IYN}. 'v and 1v2 are the total interference

-yNo I I I

gul~~9u1++79uJu

{ -L)L-,,g2 I(+ 7gul ]

when BSA decodes the v, and, V2 mirror users' message,
respectively. With this ordering, the SINR values for mirror
users are balanced, so that it is more likely to satisfy the
SINR constraints in (7). Therefore, I° should be ordered to
meet the condition, 9° >) g9°° (2) > ... > 97((M)

In conclusion, the ord.ered. set and, Ho should satisfy
9PT(1) > 91 (2) > p..> 9,(N) and goo(,) > 9 2) > * >
9gr(M)' respectively. Since the serving users and its mirror
users are located symmetrically, 7T0(k) is equal to (N + 1-

7r(k)) for all k C [1, M]. Applying this relationship to (10),
the transmit power of -r(k)t" user can be represented as

PT(k)
I (1 1 k -1

9,(k) ±1+

-yNo) (14)
( 1 +-y I N -a yN-MA (__ g)1 M

The SINR condition for the M mirror users can also be
simplified by applying 7w(k) = N + 1 -7r(k) to (4) and, (7),

SINR° (k)
9"r(k) P7r(k)

1i PiV +F-I p

Vke[N+1 VtMNJ (15)

B. Efficient Power Allocation for Saving Total Power Con-
sumption

In this section, we propose a suboptimal algorithm to find
the maximum number of mirror users which are canceled

before intra-cell interference. The corresponding power al-
location is also be determined. The ordered set HI, which is
suggested in the previous section, is used in the following

Lemma 2. Since gr( ) > 97(2) > > 97r(N) in H1,
o > go >o... > go Therefore we will97(N) ' 7(N-1) ' - 7(i)- 1leeoe ew

cancel inter-cell users in the descending order from r(N)
to F(N + V-tM), where is the number of inter ce'll users

which are canceled.

There exists an upper bound for t, denoted by tupper.

Mupp, is the number of the mirror users whose channel
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gain meets the condition 9w',(k) > 9T(k) For all k C [N +
1I-M, ], in order to be SINRT(k) SINR, (k) = it
is necessary to satisfy 9w(k) > 9f(k)

Lemma 2: If SINR in (15) is larger than y assuming
Mo + 1 mirror users were canceled, i.e., M Mo + 1, with
{p( 0+1) k C [1, N]}, then the target SINR is also satisfied,
for tehe case assuming NO mirror users were canceled, i.e.,

M NMo, with {P(<)), [1,NI}. P(<) denotes the
assigned power of the 7r(k)t 1 serving user assuming M
mirror users were canceled.

Proof: From (14), PY) = pP( for all k C
[1, N], where p(O < p < 1) does not depend on k. By sub-
stituting P(m/ ') and P Mf)) in (15), and, using P(M7/))
PPjo), we can get SINRO(vIo+1) < SINRo(Mo) for all

7(k 7 ~~~~(k) Tr(k)

k C [N + -Mo,N]. SINRJ(km) is the SINR of the
7r(k)t 1 mirror user, assuming M mirror users were canceled.
Therefore, if SINR° mo+') > -y Vk C [N + 1 (MN

1),N, then SINR(Mj) > Vyk C UN + -Mo N]. In
conclusion, if it is possible to employ SIC for (Mo + 1)
mirror users then it is also possible to employ SIC for
mirror users.

Based on Lemma 2 a suboptimal algorithm to determine
NIma, is proposed in Fig. 3, where Nmax, denotes the num-

ber of the mirror users that can be decoded and subtracted
at the serving BS.

It is assumed that the total number of users assigned, to
each BS is N. In Step 1, the initial value of M is set to
zero. In Step 2, it is assumed that one more mirror user can

be decoded and subtracted The value of M is checked in

Fig. 5. The effect of loading factor in the reduction ratio of transmit power

per user.

Step 3, whether it exceeds the upper bound for M, denoted
by MNupp,r, or not. If M < Mupper, the simulation proceeds
to Step 4, but if this condition is not satisfied, MImax equals
MNupper. In Step 4, P,(k) is determined, by using (14) with
the assumed. value of NI. In Step 5, with given {fP((), k C
[1, N]}, SINR for the mirror users are checked whether all
these values satisfy the target y, or not. If the condition is
satisfied, simulation goes back to Step 2 to increase the value
of M, and to check whether or not these M mirror users can

be canceled, and decoded at the serving BS. If the condition
in Step 5 is not satisfied, the simulation is finished and M,ma,
is set as (M- 1).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, computer simulation results are given to
verify the effectiveness of inter-cell interference cancellation
in the reduction of transmit power per user In order to verify
the effectiveness of inter-cell SIC scheme, the following
simulations show the reduction ratio of transmit power

per user between the schemes with and without inter-cell
SIC. Moreover, the reduction ratio of power is compared

according to different overlap factors and loading factors.
The maximum number N of users in each cell the

maximum number M,,,,, of inter-cell users which can be
decoded and canceled, and the upper bound Mupper for M
are compared with respect to different overlap factor a when
only intra-cell SIC is employed, in the left graph of Fig. 4.
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As two adjacent cells are more overlapped, the maximum
number of users, which meet the target SINR and power
constraints, decreases. It is because the effect of inter-
cell interference increases with overlap factor a. However,
the ratio of MIfax,, to N increases as two cells are more
overlapped. Therefore, by employin'g inter-cell SIC scheme,
the reduction ratio of power consumption per user increases
with overlap factor a as shown in the right graph of Fig. 4.

Next, with fixed overlap factor a = 1.5, the effect of
loading factor on the number N of users in each cell and
the maximum number Mil of canceled inter-cell users
are analyzed in the left graph of Fig. 5. Mmax is slightly
increased with the loading factor. The power saving ratio is
almost same for the loading factors from 0.4 to 1 as shown
in the right graph of Fig. 5.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
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